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A bstract

Computerized Tomography (CT) is now one o f the most important 

radiological examinations worldwide. The frequency of CT examinations 

is increasing rapidly from 2% of all radiological examinations in some 

countries a decade ago to 10-15 % now. During the imaging procedure, 

staff may expose to a significant dose. Therefore, ambient dose 

measurement is important in the shortage o f regular personal monitoring 

in Sudan.

This study intended to evaluate the ambient dose at some CT Apartments 

(Medical Military hospital, Alamal National Hospital, Elnelein 

Diagnostic Center and Modem Medical Center). These departments 

were equipped with daul, 16 and 64 multi detector CT machines. A 

survey meter (RADOS) was used to measure ambient doses in three 

locations: doors, control rooms and adjacent rooms. The ambient dose 

equivalent (scatter dose) was measured at various distances from the 

isocenter of the CT unit at various angles to establish isodose 

cartography.

The mean and range of radiation at control room is 10.00-0.20 and mean

(7.05 jiSv/hr), reception 1.0-0 (0.40) and doors 4.00-100.00 (73.5) for

height lmeter above the ground.

For height 2 meters at control room 0-10.00 (6.75) , reception 0-90.00

(30) at door 9.00-90.00 (49.50)

This study confirms that low levels ofradiation dose are received by staff 

during CT imaging and these levels are within safe limits as prescribed by 

the national and international regulations .



ص الدراسة ملخ

صات أكثر من صية الفحو ط أهمية التشخي سا ى وإت ى عل وي ص تكرار . العالم ست ألشعة فحو ا

ا الى %2 من يزداد المقطعية سبة %ل5-م صية الفحوصات لجميع بالن ض فى التشخي  بع

صوير عملية خالل .الزمان من عقد خالل الدول ى الت طع مق ضون قد العاملين ال ى يتعر  جرعة ال

س بالتالى ملحوظة صية الرقابة غياب فى مهم المحيطية الجرعة مقيا فى المنتظمة الشخ

.السودان

سة هذه هدفت ب الدرا ألشعة قسم فى المحيطية الجرعة لحسا السالح لمستشفى المقطعية ا

شفى و الطبى صى التيلين مركز و الحديث الطيى المركز ر الوطتى اآلمل مست هذه التشخي

ألقسام الث مجهزه ا ع بث جهزة من انوا ألشعة ا 16 و شريحة ة4 ر الشرائح متعدد المقطعية ا

س دوز راد كاشف استخدام تم إ الشريحة ثنائى ، شريحة ثالعث فى المحيطية الجرعة لقيا

ى مواقع ت ف ب وهى المستشفيا ف التحكم غرف أبوا ورة والغر س تم .المجا الجرعة مكافئ قيا

عة المحيطية جر ل رة )ا طا ست ل ت على من أ ا الشعة مركز من مختلفة مسافا زا  المقطعية جها

عة كنتورية لتحديدرخطوط مختلفة وزوايا ر ج سط و المدى تحديد تم و إلل ت متو فى الجرعا

ب التحكم غرف ألبوا ل وا ع كالتالي وإلستقبا ; متر 1 الرتفا

ه-م.2ره التحكم غرف فى المدى يتراوح ل.م عة لكل ميكروسيقرت (م ومتوسط سا

م5ر ب قى والمدى (7ه هم التحكم غرف ابوا ه ل-4ر م م م ه ساعة لكل ميكروسيقرت (ه

7م5ر ومتوسط ل ساعة لكل ميكروسيئرت (3 الستقبا ل-ه ر وا م ه ط (ه و ت م 0) و .4 0) 

ع ٠ ساعة لكل صيكروسيقرت : متر 2 والرتفا

ه-0ر التحكم غرف فى المديى يتراوح ت (1ه.ه سيئر سط ساعة لكل ميكرو 6) ومتو .7 5)

ى والمدى ب ف و التحكم غرف ابوا م ه ه و-ر ه م ه عة لكل ميكروسيقرت (ه ط سا و ت م  و

(4 9 . 5 ل ساعة لكل صيكرسمفرت (0 الستقبا و-ه ر وا ه م ه ط (ه و صت 3) و 0)

عة لكل ميكروسيفرت سا

سة هنة اثبتت ضون العاملين ان الدرا الشعاعية الجرع من قليل مستوي الي يتعر خالل ا

الشعة طريق عن التصوير ت هذة وأن المقطعية ا ب خطر"ا التشكل المستويا القوانين ص

ة الدولية طي م ل ,وا
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Chapter one : introduction



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
X-ray computed tomography, also computed tomography (CT scan) or 

computed axial tomography (CAT scan), can he used for medical 

imaging and industrial imaging methods employing tomography created 

computer processing [1],

Usage of CT has increased dramatically over the last two decades in 

many countries. An estimated 72 million scans were performed in the 

United States in 2007. It is estimated that 0.4% of current cancers in the 

United States are due to CTs performed in the past and that this may 

increase to as high as 1.5-2% with 2007 rates ofC T  usage [2,3].

The CT scanner was invented in 1972 by the British engineer Godfrey N. 

Hounsfield (later Sir Godfrey) and the South African (later American) 

physicist Alan Cormack. CT scanning was already in general use by 

1979, the year Hounsfield and Cormack were awarded the Nobel Prize in 

Medicine or Physiology for its development.[4]

ص

م د

B, Image aequisition in CTF i g u r l - 2 . ا : A: CT machine



1.2 Historical of CT

A CAT scan, also called a CT scan, uses X-rays and raputer-assisted 

tomography to generate a 3-D image of organs, bone, soft tissue and 

blood vessels. Since the 1970s, this technology has provided a non-

invasive alternative to exploratory surgery. Allan Cormack and Godfrey 

Hounsfield received the 1979 Nobel ?rize in ?hysiology or Medicine for 

inventing the first clinical CAT scanner for scanning the brain. In 

November 1975, Robert Ledley, professor at Georgetown University, 

patented the whole-body CAT scan [4]

1.2.1 First-Generation CAT Scan

The original CAT scanner required pressing the patient's head against a 

rubber membrane and into a water-filled box. The box rotated in 1-degree 

increments while a single, narrow X-ray beam and single-detector 

assembly collected data during a five- to six-minute scan.[5ل

1.2.2 Second-Generation CAT Scan

After the first full-body CAT scanner was introduced, the image quality 

was greatly improved with the second-generation scanner. It used 20 or 

more narrow beams and detectors, which allowed a complete scan in the 

time the patient could hold a breath.[5]

1.2.3 Third-Generation CAT Scan

The X-ray beam was widened into a fan shape to cover the entire width of 

the patient. An array of 250 or more detectors was linked to the X-ray 

tube, which rotated together around the patient in less than five 

seconds.[5]



1.2.4 Fourth-Generation CAT Scan

By 1976, scanning in a mere second was achieved using a large, 

stationary ring of detectors that required only the X-ray tube to rotate 

around the patient.

The current CAT scan designs can complete a scan in as little as one-third

asecond.[5]



Shielding the source of radiation becomes important when minimizing 

time and maximizing distance. They are not sufficient to reduce 

personnel exposures to acceptable levels. Determining the required 

shielding is influenced strongly by the type (alpha, beta, gamma, x-ray, 

neutron) and the energy of the radiation. Shielding is one of the basic

tenets ofALAJRA. 10 CFR 835, Subpart K states that the shielding design

objective for facilities should be 0.5 mrem/hr for areas of continuous 

occupancy(2,000 hrs/yr) or as far below this as possible. Material 

selection for shielding should include operations, maintenance, 

decontamination, and decommissioning. Shielding reduces the amount of 

radiation dose to the worker. Different materials shield a worker from the 

different types of radiation. ا6ل

1.3.1 Furpose of Shielding

To protect: the X ray department staff, the patients (when not being

examined), visitors and the public, persons working adjacent to or near 

the X Ray facility. ا6ل

1.3.2 Radiation Shielding - Design Coneepts

Data required include consideration of:

Type of X Ray equipment 

Usage (workload)

Fositioning

A e th e r  multiple tubes/receptors are being used 

Frimary beam access (vs. scatter only)

Operator location 

Surrounding areas [6]

1.3 Shielding

4



1.3.3 Shielding Design (Equipment)

What equipment is to be used?

• G e ^ r ^  radiography

• Fluoroscopy (with or without radiography)

Dental (oral or OFG)

٠ Mammography

CT [6]

1.3.4 Shielding Design (II)

The type of equipment is very important for the following reasons:

Where the X Ray beam will be directed 

٠ The number and type of procedures p e rfo ^ e d

٠ The location ofthe radiographer (operator)

• ^ e e ^ rg y ( k V p )  ofthe X Rays ا6ل

1.3.5 Shielding Design (III) Usage

٠ Different X Ray equipment have very different usage.

• For example, a dental unit uses low mAs and low (~70) kVp, and

takes relatively few X Rays each week

A CT scanner uses high (~130) kVp, high mAs, and takes very

many scans each week. [6]

1.3.6 Shielding Design (IV)

٠ The total mAs used each week is an indication of the total X-Ray

dose administered

٠ ^ e  kVp ^ e d  is related to d o e ,  also indicates the

penetrating ability ofthe X-Rays

• High kVp and mAs means that more shielding is required.

Shielding Design (٧ ) Fositioning

The location and orientation ofthe X-Ray unit is very '



Distances are measured from the equipment (inverse square law

will affect dose)

٠ The directions the direct (primary) x-ray beam will be used depend 

©n the position and orientation. [6]

1.3.7 Shielding Design (VI)

Number ©fX-Ray tubes:

• Some X-Ray equipment may be fitted with more than one tube

• Sometimes two tubes may be used simultaneously, and in different 

directions

• This naturally complicates shielding calculation

1.3.8 Shielding Design (VII)

Surrounding areas:

• The X-Ray room must not be designed without knowing the 

location and use of all rooms which adjoin the X-Ray room 

٠ Obviously a toilet will need less shielding than an office 

First, obtain a plan of the X-Ray room and surroundings (including level 

above and below)

1.3.9 Radiation Shielding - Design Detail

Must consider:

• Appropriate calculation points, covering all critical locations

• Design p^ameters such as workload, occupancy, use factor,

leakage, and target dose (see later)

These must be either assumed or taken from actual data

• Use a reasonable worst case more than typical case, since under

shielding is worse than over shielding.[6]



1.4 Radiation risk

As in many aspects of medicine, there are b©th benefits and risks 

ass©ciated with the use of CT. The main risks are those associated with 

Abnormal test results , for a benign or incidental finding, leading to 

unneeded, possibly invasive, follow-up tests that ١١١̂  ̂present additional 

risks and The increased possibility of cancer induction from x-ray 

radiation exposure.

In the field of radiation protection, it is commonly assumed that the 

risk for adverse health effects from cancer is proportional to the amount 

of radiation dose absorbed and the amount of dose depends on the type of 

x-ray examination. A CT examination with an effective dose of 10 

millisieverts (abbreviated mSv; 1 mSv = 1 mGy in the case of X  rays.) 

may be associated with an increase in the possibility o f fatal cancer of 

approximately 1 chance in 2000. This increase in the possibility of a fatal 

cancer from radiation can be compared to the natural incidence of fatal 

cancer in the U.S. population, about 1 chance in 5. In other words, for any 

one person the risk o^diation-induced cancer is much smaller than the 

natural risk of cancer. Nevertheless, this small increase in radiation- 

associated cancer risk for an individual can become a public health 

concern if large numbers of the population undergo increased numbers of 

CT screening procedures ofuncertain benefit [7].

It must be noted that there is uncertainty regarding the risk 

estimates for low levels o f radiation exposure as commonly experienced 

in diagnostic radiology procedures. There are some that question whether 

there is adequate evidence for a risk of cancer induction at low doses. 

However, this position has not been adopted by most authoritative bodies 

in the radiation protection and medical arenas [7].



The effective doses from diagnostic CT procedures are typically 

estimated to he in the range of 1 to 10 mSv. This range is not much less 

than the lowest doses o f 5 to 20 mSv received by some ofthe Japanese 

survivors of the atomic bombs. These survivors, who are estimated to 

have experienced doses only slightly larger than those encountered in CT, 

have demonstrated a small but increased radiation-related excess relative 

risk for cancer mortality [8].

Radiation dose from CT procedures varies from patient to patient. 

A particular radiation dose will depend on the size of the body part 

examined, the type of procedure, and the type of CT equipment and its 

operation. Typical values cited for radiation dose should be considered as 

estimates that cannot be precisely associated with any individual patient, 

examination, or type of CT system. The actual dose from a procedure 

could be two or three times larger or smaller than the estimates. Facilities 

performing "screening" procedures may adjust the radiation dose used to 

levels less (by factors such as 1/2 to 1/5 for so called "low dose CT 

scans") than those typically used for diagnostic CT procedures. However, 

no comprehensive data is available to permit estimation ofthe extent of 

this practice and reducing the dose can have an adverse impact on the 

image quality produced. Such reduced image quality may be acceptable 

in certain imaging applications [9].

The quantity most relevant for assessing the risk of cancer 

detriment from a CT procedure is the "effective dose"[9]. Effective dose 

is evaluated in units ofmillisieverts (abbreviated mSv; 1 mSv = 1 mGy in 

the case of x-rays.) Using the concept of effective dose allows 

comparison of the risk estimates associated with partial or whole-body

1.5 Radiation Dose



radiation exposures. This quantity also incorporates the different radiation 

sensitivities ofthe various organs in the body [8,9],

Estimates ofthe effective dose from a diagnostic CT procedure can vary 

by a factor o f 10 or more depending on the type of CT procedure, patient 

size and the CT system and its operating technique. A list of 

representative diagnostic procedures and associated doses are given in

Table! [8].

ation dose comparisons؛Rad ل: Table

M l l i B o l ،

I l l l i l

:!® M ierflo IC M tS l

m m
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Chest X  ray (PA

film)
0.02

1

2.4 days

Skull X ray 0-1 5 12 days

Lumbar spine 1.5 75 182 days

I.V. urogram 3 150 1.0 year

Upper G.I. exam
6

300 2.0 years

Barium enema
8

400 2.7 years

CT head 2 100 243 days

CT abdomen
8

400 2.7 years

1.7 Problem of study:

In CT departments, when designing the proper shielding of a CT 

room, the accurate determination o f the spatial distribution of scattered 

radiation is necessary and various models have been proposed and of 

particular interest for patient protection. To our knowledge, no available 

data published in Sudan regarding this issue. In CT department high kv  

are used for high penetration power. High energy will be produced



therefore increasing the staff dose. For those reasons ideal protection 

must be applied to control exposure in the room, adjacent room, regular 

evaluation and comparison lead apron, and has to be revaluated

1.8 Objective:

This study intended to:

1. Investigate CT machine, ambient dose, patient dose, CT room 

design, radiation protection knowledge and staffroom design.

2. Evaluate the scatter dose levels and calculated barrier thicknesses 

were also compared with those obtained by scatter dose measurements in 

the vicinity of a dedicated CT unit.

1.9 Thesis outlines

This thesis is concerned with Investigate ct machine and calculate barrier 

thickness .

Accordingly, it is divided into the following chapters:

Chapter one is the introduction to this thesis. This chapter presents the 

historical background and radiation risks, in addition to study problem 

and scope of the work. It also provides an outlines ofthe thesis.

Chapter two contains the background material for the thesis. Specifically 

it reviews the dose for all absorbed dose measurements and calculations. 

This chapter also includes a summary previous work performed in this 

field.

Chapter three describes the materials and methods that used to measure 

dose for CT machines and explains in details the methods for calculation 

and o^imization.

Chapter four presents the results and the discussion, conclusion and 

recommendations ofthis thesis and presents the suggestions for future .

10
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CHAPTER TWO

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 CT machine

A computed tomography (CT) or computerized axial tomography 

(CAT) scanner is a medical imaging tool that provides clear pictures of 

the internal structures of the body. Utilizing a beam of X  rays and a 

radiation detector, it supplies data to a computer, which then constructs a 

three-dimensional image. CAT scanners, like all other x-ray machines, 

employ X  rays to produce images o f internal body structures. X rays are a 

type of ionizing radiation that is capable of penetrating solid materials to 

differing degrees, depending their density and thickness [10].

The design of CAT scanner is made up of three primary systems, 

including the gantry, the computer, and the operating console. The gantry 

assembly is made up of all the equipment related to the patient, including 

the patient support, the positioning couch, the mechanical supports, and 

the scanner housing. It also contains the heart ofthe CAT scanner, the X -  

ray tube, as well as detectors that generate and detect X  rays [10].

The X-ray tube is a special type of vacuum-sealed, electrical diode 

that is designed to emit X  rays. It is made up of two electrodes, the 

cathode and anode. To produce X  rays, a filament in the cathode is 

charged with electricity from a high voltage generator. This causes the 

filament to heat up and emit electrons. Using their natural attraction and a 

special focusing cup, the electrons travel directly toward the positively 

charged anode. X rays are emitted indiscriminately when the electrons 

strike the anode. The anode, which can be rotating or not, then conducts 

the electricity back to the high-voltage generator to complete the circuit. 

To focus the X  rays into a beam, the x-ray tube is contained inside a

11



protective housing. This housing is lined with lead except for a small 

window at the bottom. Useful X  rays are able to escape out this window, 

while the lead prevents the escape of stray radiation in other directions 

[10].

Unlike other radiological devices, the detectors in a CAT scanner 

do not measure X  rays directly. They measure radiation attenuated from 

the body structures due to their interaction with X  rays. One type of 

detector is an ideal gas-filled detector. When radiation strikes one ofthese 

detectors, the gas is ionized and a radiation level can be determined. The 

computer is specially designed to collect and analyze input from the 

detector [10]. It is a large capacity computer capable of performing 

thousands o f equations Smultaneously. The reconstruction speed and 

image quality are all dependent on the computer's microprocessor and 

internal memory. A quick computer is particularly important because it 

greatly influences the speed and efficiency of the examination. Since the 

computer is so specialized, it requires a room with a strictly controlled 

environment. Tor example, the temperature is typically maintained below

68°F (20°C) and the humidity is below 30% [10].

The operating console is the master control center of the CAT 

scanner. It is used to input all of the factors related to taking a scan. 

Typically, this console is made up of a computer, a keyboard, and 

multiple monitors. Often there are two different control consoles, one 

used by the CAT scanner operator, and the other used by the physician. 

The operator's console controls such variables as the thickness of the 

imaged tissue slice, mechanical movement ofthe patient couch, and other 

radiographic technique factors. The physician's viewing console allows 

the doctor to view the image without interfering with the normal scanner 

operation. It also enables image manipulation, if  this is required for

12



diagnosis and image storage for Jater use. For this type of data storage, 

magnetic tapes or floppy disks are available [11ل.

The design of a CAT scanner improved incrementally over time. 

The original CAT scanners utilized a thin, The x-ray generator and 

detectors moved horizontally for each scan and then were rotated one 

degree to take the next scan. Two detectors were used, so that two 

different images could be generated from each scan. The drawback of this 

system was lengthy scanning times. A single scan could take up to five 

minutes. Designs improved as more detectors were added and the x-ray 

beam was fanned out using a special filter. This significantly reduced 

scanning time to about 2ه  seconds. The next major design improvement 

resulted in the elimination of the horizontal movement of the generator 

and detector, making it a rotate-only scanner. More detectors were added 

and grouped into a curvilinear detector array. The detector array 

eventually was designed to be stationary, and the resulting scan time was 

reduced to one second [11].

CAT scanner manufacture is typically an assembly of various 

components .

2.1.1 Gantry assembly components

and anode, are placed

inside the tube envelope and vacuum sealed. The tube is then 

situated into the protective housing.

• Various detector arrays are available for CAT scanners [ ل ل ].

2.1.2 Control consol and computer

The control consol and computer are specially designed and 

supplied by computer manufacturers. The primary model building 

computer is specifically programmed with the reconstruction algorithms 

needed to manipulate the x-ray data from the gantry assembly. The
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ه1 س د  consoles are also programmed with software to control the 

administration ofthe CAT scan [11].

2.1.3 Final assembly

The final assembly ofthe CAT scanner is a custom process which 

often takes place in the radiologic imaging facility. Rooms are specially 

designed to house each component and minimize the potential for 

excessive radiation exposure or electric shock. By following specific 

plans, equipment installation and wiring of the entire CAT scanner 

system is completed [11].

2.1.4 Quality Control

As with all electronic equipment, quality control tests are an 

important part of CAT scanner manufacturing. The scanner 

manufacturers typically rely on their suppliers to perform basic quality 

tests on the incoming components. When sections o f the scanner are 

assembled, visual and electrical inspections are performed throughout the 

entire process to detect flaws. In addition to the quality specifications set 

by the manufacturers, the United States Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) has regulations that require manufacturers to perform specific 

quality control tests. Examples of these tests include calibration tests of 

the x-ray tube, mechanical tests ofthe patient table, and standardization 

tests ofthe visual output[! 1].
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2.2 Design ofCT department (methods of shielding emulation):

2.2.1 Shielding caleulation models

There are different shiejding calculation methods used ؛١٦  CT 

ambient dose ealeulation and occupational exposure estimation.[ 1لت

2.2.1.1 AAPM report #39 method:.

2.2.1.1. A -Iso-dose map method.

2.2.1.1 B-NCRP 49 method.[٧ ]

NCRP#147 METHOD.

2.2.1.2.A - CTDlioo method.

2.2.1.2.B-The DLP method.[12]

2.2.1.1.A- Isodose method:

Data from manufacturer show exposure per scan. Scale exp per scan to 

total weekly workload .[12]

Figure 2. 2: scatter radiation from CT machine [12]
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Figure 2.3: Generation of isodose curve from manufacturer using CT
phantom [12]

2.2.1.1. AAPM REPORT #39 ( 9 9 3 (ل
Assumptions:

• Isotropic nature of secondary radiation from the gantry isocenter.

• Ignores inherent shielding of the gantry; thus, conservative in 

ccrtain directions .[12]

ft ١٨١٨١ wall

r. ٠،

ء ا

meters

id)*UAT* l/d 2*B؛rt'lni)*W(vrorklo)■ £ = (ا؛ااا؛أ? )

Figure 2. 4: calculation model 
AAPM calculation model uses the following equation to estimate 
the occupational and public exposure in c r  department

Equation 2. ١Di
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Where

Xs = assumed exposure rate (“worst case”) at ل meter from the gantry

isocenter in mGy/mA*min. p=wkly design exposure rate (mGy/wk) 

W=workload= mA*min/wk, B=required barrier transmission factor

Table 2 A ssu m p tio n s  of the calculation model
NCRP147(2004) Air kerma

Non occupational 

Weekly limit(P)

0.02mGy/wk 

(annual limit lmGy)

Occupational 

Weekly limit(P)

0.1 mGy/wk 

(annual limit 5mGy)

u ٧ —lfor scatter radiation

W(workload)

T Variable

2.2.1.2 AAPM CALCULATION MODEL

Equation 2. 2

Model for the barrier transmission factor

B = l(l+ P  /a)*exp(a*Y  *t) -  p /a ]'1/Y

Equation 2. 3

Solving for thickness t

t =  l / ( a  *y) ln[(B-y +  p /a )/(l +  p/a)]

Where a,(3 , and yfrom look-up table; B from Eq. (1.1)

Main source of errors:

Equation 2. 4xt w, 7P.

Xs Assumed normalized exposure rate “worst case” mGy/(mA*min)

Workload:

Equation 2. 5
Rs-Rp

12

Thickness
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Stepl. Compute B

Step 2:a, (3, and y from look-up table (12)

Equation 2
٠٠٠٠

In1
u.y

mm٠٠٠٠١
٠ ء:

Definitions:
Use factors^ u =1 (secondary)

^he fraction of the primary beam workload that is directed to a particular 

harrier.

Occupancy factors=T, the fraction oftime that a maximally exposed individual 

is present in the area while the beam is on and the barrier protecting the area is 

being irradiated.[12]
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Table 3occupancy factor for occupationaly exposed persons :
controlled area

Location ٢ ٢ ١

Xray control booth ل
Film reding area أ
Ultra s©und exam room

1

Nuclear medicine scan room

Other offices

Work room ل
Employee lounge ل
Adjacent x- ray room

1

Medical staff office 1/2

Radiology adminsitrater or chieftech s office 1/2

Barium kitchen 1/2

Rest room 1/4

Corridor 1/4

Patient holding areas 1/4

Patient dressing rooms 1/8

E^anding role ©f medical physics in dign©stic imaging AAPM 1997 [12]

ل و



Table 4 suggested occupancy factors for non a c c u p a n tio n a lly

exposued persons : uncontrolled area.[12]

ه ة م م1م ء ء م «1م ء ا | م م م | | م ق م م ء | ء ؛1ء

shops, living quarters ,childrens indoor , 

play areas occupied space in nearby building 1

Laundary
٠

ل
Attended waiting room 1

Nurses station 1/2

Kitchens 1/2

Cafeterias 1/2

Patiantroom 1/2

Corridor 1

Employee lounge 1/8

Rest room or bath room 1/20

Un attending area 1/20

rooms Storage 1/20

Outer area with seating 1/20

Outer area with only transiat pedestraian or rehicular traffic 1/40

Un attended parking lots 1/40

Vehicular drop off areas(unattended) 1/40

Attics 1/40

Un attended waiting rooms 1/40

Stairways 1/40

Unattended elevators 1/40

Patient dressing room 1/40

2.2.1.2.A - CTDI100 method:.

K؛ec ء  KNRTbraAs Il€TDJ100 = K^mAs IlCTDIl00 Equation 2. 7
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=the secondary air kertna per patient at 1 mKsec 

K = the scatter fraction per cm for the peripheral axis o f CT phantom

Khead=9xlOA-l cmA-l 

Kbody= 3xlOA-4 cmA-l

Nu^he total number ofradiations

Tb =the nominal beam width on the axis ofrotation ,for MDCT scanners

where n slices o f width .

Ta are required pet rotation Tb = nTa

L= the length ofpatient scanned== iVKb where b = the scan interval for axis 

scans and

b=vr = table advance per rotation for helical scans 

v = table speed

ا  = tube rotation time

p=pitch

,mAs=tube current time product

nCTDI 100= CTDI10o normalized per mAs values ofthe CTDIjoo available 

from ImPACT (2.7)

E quation 2. 7

Equation 2.

E quation 2.
KL*N1

sec 2ل
S € C

The CTDIioo method

mAsiiCTDI100mKl.
Kl

ءءءه
sec

secBp(skeilding goal)

secSolving for B

Equation 2 .1 0
F
t j k}scnbarrier

(E q (lءءوإ=

use factor =1 =را
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d5CC=distance from the sours of secondary radiation to the Joeation ofthe 

maximally exposed individual dual beyond the secondary barrier (30cm).

Table 2.4 weekly dose limits (?) NCRT147

NCRP 147 (2004)

Controlled area -  occupational 0.1 mGy/wk

Non controlled area- public 0.2 mGy/wk

Where to find nCTDI100

KNRTbniAs nCTDI100 = ءءي؛ا K^IIlAs nCTD I10C Equation 2. 11

nCTDIiQQ =  CTDIiqq normalized per mAs values of the CTDIjoo 

available from ImPACT(2.7)

C T D I i q q  , refers to the peripheral x̂i  ̂ lcm below the surface (NCRP

p96)

One must be careful to use the peripheral axis value of CTDI1QQ

Equation 2 . 1 2

22.2.2.B-The DLP  method:

DIP = CTDIvolL

Equation 2. 13
^CTDI100CENTER-r^CTDl1Q0 PER!PHERY

CTDIvolم

Equation 2. 14n rL

L= scan length

Nr = number of rotation

Equation 2. 15

b-scan interval for axial and table advance for helical

p=pitch

^secل (/lead) ■  khead * DLp

Equation 2. 161.2 *kbodv*DLpsecx (body)



Table 5: DLP values (NCRP)

Table 2.5 currently suggested default DLP values per procedure a,b,c for 

use as a guide in planning shielding in cases where facility -  specific 

DLP are not available [12]

Procedure ز
CTDIvol

: (mGy)

Scan length 

L(cm)

DLP

(mGycm)

Head 60 20 1,200

Chest 15 ا 35 525

Abdomen 25 25 625

Pelvis 25 20 500

Body average 

chest abdomen 

or pelvis

550

.

These values result from reference values for DLP by EC(1999) and 

estimates of average values of CTDI100 in united state derived from the 

American college of radiology accreditation . As indicated in section

5.6.1 these values are subject to change in fixture .

The number o f procedures will likely exceed the number of individual 

patients examined section 4.1.4. For the subset of procedure that is per 

formed with and without contrast. The DLP value in table 5.2 must be 

doubled.[12]

2.4 Radiation unit and quantity

The absorbed dose in a point is defined as the ratio of the mean energy 

imparted by ionizing radiation to the matter in a volume element and the 

mass ofthe matter in this volume element:

Equation 2. 17
dm

D



The unit of absorbed dose is the Gray:

=Gy ل  1 J/kg E quation 2.

For purpose of radiation protection, a quantity that correlates better with 

the more important deleterious effects of exposure to radiation, more 

^rticularly with the delayed stochastic effects, is the dose equivalent.
Equation 2. 19H =  Q .D

The unit of dose equivalent is the Sievert:

1 Sv=  1 J/kg Equation 2. 20

is a conventional factor called Quality factor applied to the absorbed 

dose at a point to take into account the biological effectiveness of the 

charged particles producing the absorbed dose.3 [ال14,

2.4.1Quantities (currently) in use in radiation protection:

• Protection quantities defined for the human body by the ICRP and 

employed as reference parameters in the general recommendations.[13]

• Operational quantities defined by the ICRU and employed for 

demonstrate, by means of measurements, compliance with the system of 

protection.[13]

In order to take into account the not uniform irradiation of the human 

body and the different susceptibility to radiation of different organs and 

tissues, the ICRP defined the concept of Effective dose:

E quation 2. 21ة س ء = م

Hr is the equivalent dose in tissue or organ T 

Wt is the weighting factor for tissue T

In most countries, the legal limits are for workers: ^0 mSv/year(over a 12 

month period), for members ofthe public: 1 mSv/year [13,14]
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The Computed Tomography Dose Index, CTDI, is the special dose 

quantity that is used extensively to express absorbed dose in CT.[14]

In CT the x-ray beam is rotated around the patient and passes 

through from all sides. This gives a relatively uniform distribution of 

absorbed dose within each slice. A dose value determined at the center of 

the slice is usually considered a good indicator of tissue dose and can be 

used to compare imaging techniques and for dose management purposes. 

One of the com^icating factors in determining CT dose is that the tissue 

in a slice is exposed to two sources ofx-radiation. One is the direct beam 

and the other is the scattered radiation from adjacent slices in the typical 

multiple slice imaging procedure. It is the contribution from the scattered 

radiation that is very difficult to measure. Values for the CTDI are 

determined by a measuring protocol that makes a reasonable estimate of 

the dose contribution from scatter. The typical procedure is illustrated 

above. A pencil shaped dosimeter (ionization chamber) is placed in a 

phantom. It is then scanned for only one complete slice and the dose 

value is read. The dosimeter will read the radiation from the direct x-ray 

beam within the slice plus the scattered radiation coming out of the sides 

of the slice and reaching the dosimeter. Here is a somewhat subtle but 

crucial point: the concept ofthe CTDI is based on the assumption that the 

scatter measured from a single slice, as just described, is a good estimate 

of the scatter into a slice from adjacent slices in a multiple-slice scan. 

This procedure does provide a good approximation ofthe actual dose, but 

since it is not completely precise, it is called a dose index.[14] 

The CTDI can be measured at points other than the center of a slice, if 

that information is needed. [14]

2.4 Computed Tomography Dose Index:
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2.6 Computed Tomography Dose Length Produet

We recall that the CTDI is the practical quantity for specifying 

dose in CT procedures. The associated quantity for specifying the "total 

radiation" to a patient is the dose length product (DLP) as illustrated here.

[14]

The DLP is just the product ofthe CTDJ value and the length ofthe body 

area scanned. It has the units of either rad-cm or Gy-cm. It is a useful 

and practical quantity for comparing the total radiation to patients for 

various CT procedures. It is however, not a precise measure ofthe total 

radiation or integral dose, that is more difficult to detemiine.[14].

2.7 Previous of studies:

Computed tomography (CT) involves the controlled exposure of limited

areas ofthe patient body and surrounding areas. In general, radiologists

and radiologic technologists were among the earliest occupational groups

exposed to ionizing radiation and represent a large segment of the

working population exposed to radiation from human-made sources.

Before CT came into use, planar radiography and fluoroscopy comprised

all non-nuclear medicine uses of ionizing radiation in imaging. In those

types of examinations, the radiation dose to the patient maximizes where

the x-ray beam enters the surface o f the skin. Therefore, it has been

reasonable to use radiation exposure to the entry surface (referred to as

entrance skin dose (ESD) or using survey meter in estimation ambient

dose as an indicator of radiation risk when different techniques, receptors,

and x-ray machines are compared. Ambient dose survey was performed
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in many publications in the international literature. Locally, no study was 

performed in evaluation of radiation shielding in CT departments in 

Sudan , to our knowledge. Sulieman et al [15] evaluated the radiation 

protection status in some health centres in Sudan for conventional X ray 

detriments. The Study was carried out in four health care centres; 

(Aldaw-Hajoj (A), Abo-Sed (B), Alrakha (C) Wad-Nobawi (D)). The 

following parameters were investigated: X ray machine performance, 

ambient dose, patient dose, X ray room design, and radiation protection 

knowledge for technologists and medical doctors. Thermoluminescence 

dosimeters (TLDs) were used to measure patients’ entrance skin dose 

(ESD). All the centres investigated are equipped with mobile X  ray 

machines. Radiation exposure surveys were carried out using survey 

meters and quality control test tools. Knowledge level of doctors 

concerning radiation doses received by patients when they undergo 

commonly requested radiological examinations were investigated using 

questionnaires. The patient dose was measured 108 ط  patients in four 

centres in Omdurman city. The mean ESDs were 0.25 mGy for the chest, 

0.3 mGy for the upper limbs and 0.4 mGy for the lower limbs. The results 

ofthe tests were acceptable in all parameters except the test o^ltration, 

which showed that the filtration was insufficient. The machines at centres 

A and D were lacking a light beam to check the collimations. The
م
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knowledge of medical doctors and technologists ط  the field o f radiation 

protection concepts is insufficient and in agreement with previous studies. 

Internationally, most of the previous studies were conducted regarding 

occupational exposure in CT guided biobsy and PET/CT detriments. 

This can be attributed to the fact that most of CT deparment were well 

established and ambient dose was performed as a part of routine quality 

control.

Measurements are usually expressed as exposure per milliampere second

(mR/mAs, or more properly today, mGy air kerma/mAs). During

scanning of a CT slice, on the other hand, the x-ray beam enters from all

directions at some point during the scan. It is no longer clear where (on

the surface of or inside the patient) the maximum dose occurs, nor is

calculation ofthe dose at any point in or on the patient straightforward.

For example, consider 2 points, A and B, which are, respectively, near the

anterior surface and at the center of a cylindric patient. During a 360°

rotation, point A receives much radiation when the x-ray tube is above

the patient (anterior entry surface). However, point A also receives some

(albeit less) radiation when the tube is at every point during its rotation,

even when the tube is on the opposite side ofthe patient. For each tube

location, different amounts of radiation reach point A, depending on the

depth of A (i.e., how much tissue must be penetrated) and the amount of

internal scatter. By comparison, point B inside a symmetric cylindric
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patient receives the same amount of radiation from all tube locations 

during the rotation.

Early attempts were made to estimate CT doses by using measurements 

of dose versus depth summed over all x-ray tube angles and positions. 

Though commonly used for high-energy beams in radiation therapy, such 

dose-depth data are too sensitive to differences in x-ray spectra and tissue 

attenuation to be of value in CT. A different approach was needed: one 

based on actual measurements inside patient-representative phantoms.

Neeman et al [16] measured the radiation exposure occurs during CT 

fluoroscopy, ?atient and operator doses during thoracic and abdominal 

interventional procedures were studied in the present experiment, and a 

novel shielding device to reduce exposure to the patient and operator was 

evaluated. With a 16-slice CT scanner in CT fluoroscopy mode (120 kVp, 

30 mA), surface dosimetry was performed on adult and pediatric 

phantoms. The shielding was composed oftungsten antimony in the form 

of a lightweight polymer sheet. Doses to the patient were measured with 

and without shielding for thoracic and abdominal procedures. Doses to 

the operator were recorded with and without phantom, gantry, and table 

shielding in place. Double-layer lead-free gloves were used by the 

operator during the procedures.



Tungsten ant؛m©ny shielding adjacent to the scan plane resulted in a 

maximum dose reduction of 92.3% to the patient. Maximum 85.6%, 

93.3%, and 85.1% dose reductions were observed for the operator’s torso, 

gonads, and hands, respectively. The use of double-layer lead-free gloves 

resulted ط  a maximum radiation dose reduction of 97%. Methods to 

reduce exposure during CT fluoroscopy are effective and should be 

searched for. Significant reduction in radiation doses to the patient and 

operator can be accomplished with tungsten antimony shielding.

Teeuwisse et al [17] ?atient and staff dose during CT guided

coagulation of osteoid osteoma, tissue biopsy and abcess drainage were 

evaluated retrospectively on a conventional CT scanner and prospectively 

on a scanner equipped with fluoroscopic CT. The computed tomography 

dose index (CTDI) and the individual dose equivalent, i.e. the penetrating 

dose for workers at a depth of 10 mm tissue, were measured. Evaluation 

of CTDI enabled effective dose and maximum skin entrance doses for the 

patient to be determined. Doses were assessed for 96 CT guided 

interventions, including 16 drainages with average effective doses of 13.5 

mSv and 9.3 mSv for the conventional CT scanner and the scanner with 

spiral CT fluoroscopy, respectively, 49 biopsies (effective doses of 8 mSv 

and 6.1 mSv, respectively), and 31 coagulations of osteoid osteoma 

(effective doses of 2.1 mSv and 0.8 mSv, respectively). Effective doses to
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patients were in the same range as th©$e ©bserved for regular diagnostic 

CT examinations. Entrance skin doses were well below the 2 Gy 

threshold for deterministic skin effects on the CT scanner equipped with 

fluoroscopic function (0.03-0.33 Gy), whilst skin doses on the 

conventional scanner were considerably higher (0.09-1.61 Gy). This is 

mainly owing to the fact that on the conventional scanner mAs was rarely 

reduced for scans evaluating needle position whereas low mAs per 

rotation was selected on the scanner with the fluoroscopy option. The 

maximum dose to a worker measured outside the lead apron was 28 (iSv 

for one single procedure. The mean dose per procedure was below 10 

\iSv for radiologists and below 1 ^Sv for radiographers. Correcting for 

attenuation ofthe lead apron, the doses to workers are very low.

Chadalavada et al [18] collected CT dose parameters ط  real time, within 

5-10 minutes after the dose sheet is sent to the PACS and the performing 

technologist verifies the study. This data is available for review at the 

workstation at the time o f study interpretation, and can also be used when 

protocoling a patient’s future imaging studies. However, in situations 

where the CT dose estimate exceeds reasonable thresholds; no action has 

historically been taken to inform appropriate individuals of this event. In 

this RADIANCE update, we have introduced a three-tiered alerting 

system for a set of historically high-dose examinations, including CT
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urograms, CT colonograms, CT brain perfusion studies and coronary CT

angiograms. The alerting system uses thresholds for whole-body effective

CT dose estimates (in millisieverts) and dose-length product (DLP) for

each study type. These thresholds are determined by performing a

retrospective review ofthe extensive database (>160,000 CT exams for

our primary hospital and >230,000 CT exams for our health system)

within our internal RADIANCE installation. The average dose estimates

and DLPs for the studies of interest are determined from this review.

Next, a three-tiered triggering system is designed and implemented within

radiance using thresholds of one, two or three standard deviations above

the average. Any studies that exceed these predefined thresholds are

flagged by RADIANCE upon insertion into the database. CT exams that

exceed the threshold for either DLP or effective estimated dose by one

standard deviation are recorded and transmitted in a batch email on a

daily basis to a CT dose monitoring group. This group consists of CT

physicists, the chief of the departmental section ط  which the study was

performed, the modality chief for CT, the interpreting radiologist and an

additional subset of radiologists focused on CT dose monitoring in our

department. Depending on the type of study performed, the monitoring

group varies slightly (i.e., the section chief and interpreting radiologist

will typically differ from one study to the next). Those studies that exceed
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either threshold by two standard deviations are recorded and sent in an 

email to the monitoring group upon completion ofthe study. Finally, for

any study in which a threshold is exceeded by three standard deviations, a 

text message is sent immediately upon study completion and automated 

dose review to the cell phones of the monitoring group. Having 

implemented this automated dose alerting system within radiance, we 

seek to determine if it will change the number of CT exams that exceed 

the prescribed thresholds. In ongoing and future work, we are comparing 

the number of exams that trigger alerts now that the system is 

implemented to the number of exams that would have triggered these 

alerts previously. We anticipate that real-time dose alerting for outlier CT 

exams increases feedback to technologists involved in these studies as 

well as to the referring physicians for these patients about means to 

optimize these studies in the foture or any patient or technical factors that 

may have contributed to the higher-than-desired doses. In the future, we 

may also include the referring physicians in the monitoring group for 

each study.

As the need for regular and accurate CT dose monitoring continues to 

grow, this real-time alerting system for CT dose estimates will increase 

awareness about the issues urrounding CT-related radiation on the part 

of radiologists and technologists and ultimately also for refeiTing
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physicians. Immediate feedback to the providers involved in CT exams 

that produce fa^er-than-desired dose estimates can help to decrease the 

number o f instances of high-dose imaging studies in the future. This 

ultimately maximizes the benefit-to-risk ratio of ionizing radiation 

exposure for our patients and improves the care of radiology patients in

the future

Moreno et al [19] Analysed the shielding calculation methods for 16- and 

64-slice computed tomography facilities.

The new multislice computed tomography (CT) machines require some 

new methods of shielding calculation, which need to be analysed. NCRP 

Report No. 147 proposes three shielding calculation methods based on 

the following dosimetric parameters: weighted CT dose index for the

peripheral axis (CTDI^ per), dose-length product (DL?) and isodose 

maps. A survey o f these three methods has been carried out. For this 

analysis, we have used measured values of the dosimetric quantities 

involved and also those provided by the manufacturer, making a 

comparison between the results obtained. The barrier thicknesses when 

setting up two different multislice CT instruments, a Philips Brilliance 16 

or a Philips Brilliance 64, in the same room, are also compared. Shielding 

calculation from isodose maps provides more reliable results than the 

other two methods, since it is the only method that takes the actual 

scattered radiation distribution into account. It is concluded therefore that 

the most suitable method for calculating the barrier thicknesses ofthe CT 

facility is the one based on isodose maps. This study also shows that for 

different multislice CT machines the barrier thicknesses do not 

necessarily become bigger as the number of slices increases, because of
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the great dependence on technique used in CT protocols for different 

anatomical regions [20],

An important study published by Cole and Platten [19] compared 

between shielding calculation methods for multi-slice computed 

tomography (CT) systems in UK.

Currently in the UK, shielding calculations for computed tomography 

(CT) systems are based on the BIR-IPEM (British Institute of Radiology 

and Institute of Physics in Engineering in Medicine) working group 

publication from 2000. Concerns have been raised internationally 

regarding the accuracy of the dose plots on which this method depends 

and the effect that new scanner technologies may have. Additionally, 

more recent shielding methods have been proposed by the NCRP 

(National Council on Radiation Protection) from the USA. 

Thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs) were placed in three CT scanner 

rooms at different positions for several weeks before being processed. 

Patient workload and dose data (DLP: the dose length product and mAs: 

the tube cureent-time product) were collected for this period. Individual 

dose data were available for more than 95% of patients scanned and the 

remainder were estimated. The patient workload data were used to 

calculate expected scatter radiation for each TLD location by both the 

NCRP and B1R1PEM meth©ds. The results were then compared to the 

measured scattered radiation. Calculated scattered air kerma and the 

minimum required lead shielding were found to be frequently 

overestimated compared to the measured air kerma, on average almost 

five times the measured scattered air kerma.[19]

iraj-Bjelac et al [21] made a comparison of different methods for 

shielding design in computed tomography in order to compare different 

methods for shielding calculation in computed tomography (CT). fhe



BIR-IPEM (British Institute of Radiology and Institute o f Physics in 

Engineering in Medicine) and NCRP (National Council on Radiation 

Protection) method were used for shielding thickness calculation. 

Scattered dose levels and calculated barrier thickness were also compared 

with those obtained by scatter dose measurements in the vicinity of a 

dedicated CT unit. Minimal requirement for protective barriers based on 

BIR-IPEM method ranged between 1.1 and 1.4 mm of lead de^ nlrating  

underestimation of up to 20 % and overestimation of up to 30 % when 

compared with thicknesses based on measured dose levels. For NCRP

method, calculated thicknesses were 33 % higher (2 7 4 2  %).

A recent study published by Fajibuchi et al ا21ل  regarding CT shielding. 

The purpose of this study was to verify the shielding evaluation method 

for medical X-ray imaging facilities in Report No. 147 of the National 

Council on Radiation Protection and Meaurements (NCRP). We 

investigated the concept of radiation protection and the major revised 

point in Report No. 147. The goal of radiation protection in Report No. 

147 was compared with that in Japan. Using the data of the Imaging 

Performance Assessment of CT scanners (ImPACT) 2006 and the latest 

^-installation manuals of several manufactures for different computed 

tomography (CT) scanner models, we verified the shielding method for 

CT installations. The concept of radiation protection in Report No. 147 

was based on the recommendation of the International Commission on 

Radiological Protection (ICRP) Publication 60. On the shielding method 

for CT units, compared with the CT scatter fraction for the body phantom 

in Report No. 147 was approximately 10% less than the results ofthe  

computation. In conclusion, we should note the use of the CT scatter 

fraction for the body phantom provided by Report No. 147; however, it is
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possible آ© apply the fondamental c©ncept ٠٢ the shielding evaluation in

Report No. 147 to the shielding evaluation method in Japan [21].

Over the years, there has been a remarkable increase in the use of CT 

machines in Sudan and worldwide. The amount of radiation to operating 

staff and other staff or visitors and CO patients depends on the type of 

protection used during the exposure.

Previous studies showed that the shielding design according to the 

international standards with regular survey will reduce the radiation risks 

to its minimum value.
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CHAPTER THR£E

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Introduction
This study intended measurable scatter dose during CT examination and 

compare with dose limit for occupational and public the data used in, this 

study was collected from various hospital, medical military hospital, Al- 

Amal national hospital, modem medical center, Elnelein Diagnostic 

Center , the data has been collected from March to May 2012.

3.2 CT machine

Table 3. 1 CT machines ch a ra cter is t ic s

1111111 أ د ج أ|1و|ق 1ء ■ ilSinsB lliM lllllilllillli
 Medical military ا

hospital
NA ?.006 Somatom 16 slice

Alamal National 

Hospital
NA 2011 Toshiba 64 slice

Modem medical 

center
2002 7.004 CT/e dual Dual detector

Elnelê  Diagnostic 

Center
2003 2006 Siemens somatom emotion duo
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3.3 Equipment used:

0.05 ٣^٧٨١-١٠ $٧٨١
ة  Jjrem/h - ٦٠٠٠ rem/h

Figure 3. ١ Survey meter (Radose)

3.4 Methodology:

Table 3. 2 Exposure parameters during Survey
Parameter Min Max Mean

Mean kvp 110.00 140.00 125.00

mAs 90.00 350.00 172.50

No of proeedure 15.00 30.00 20.00
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CT machine 16 slicc, 64 slice, dual slice and emotion due was measured 

at the following slice using survey meter

• Doors

• control room

• adjacent room

Dose measurements will he performed on a 16 and 64 multi detector and 

dual detector CT departments. The ambient dose equivalent (scatter dose) 

will measured at various distances from the isocenter of the CT unit at 

various angles to establish isodose cartography.

2.5 Ambient dose measurements

A c^ibr^ed survey ]^ter (model l^dos ٨  used to

measure the scatter radiation and leakage in the control units - out side 

(door, receptions) and in the dark rooms at four centers by measured the 

dose in higher level of exposure in practice there (Figures 3.2, 3.3 , 3.4 

and 3.5).

Sketch of •'IT in Medical military
hospital

Figure 3. 2 Radiology department in Military hospital.
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National امتمآاامثما.مح etch <:>f :T in 

Hospital

ة'*'٠٣'
٠٠١٠٠٧

nal National Hospital؛Ala ؛٨ Figure 3. 3 Radi©l©gy department

Modern medical ؛٨ Sketch ofCT
center

•؛'٠١٠.'• •

ممد

٠١

٦

radical eenter؛ Figure 3. 4 Radiology department in Modern
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Elnele in  d i a g n o s t i c ؛؛٦ Ske t ch  o f C T 
c e n t e r

Figure 3. 5 Radiology department in Elnelein Diagnostic Center
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Chapter four : Result and
Discussion



CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results
Table 4.1 dose value for height 1 m (all hospitals)

* Below deteetion limit.

NA : Not available .

HI : Medical ^ litary hospital 

H3: Modem medical center 

H4:Elnelein Diagnostic Center 

H2 : Alamal national hospital ,

H3 : Modem medical center 

H4 : Elnelein Diagnostic Center 

Rec: reception
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Table 4 م ل  dose value for height 1 ra (all hospitals)

:111
**:•إم!̂:مة'؛ !أ:’!؛؛ء:!>*؛<إاأآمحمبجمح

ء
P S lS l l i lء ٠ ةأيم؛م؛بما';ت:قمح|ا:محةمحةما؛محمء

mmmبمأذأةؤبجيمحمحيمقمة؛ ٠ ء ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ء ٠ f§li§§|f|||أء
llllll؛ ؛،اة1ا اأأ1سة8 ءء illciiilء i n i؛ |أ|ء|1إ ٠٠٠ ٠ 1111111;٠ |ة1|ءة1ةء ililllIiiiii

H I lm 0.00* 0-7.0 9.00 100.00 0.00* 0.20 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 130.00 90.00 20.00

H2 lm N A N A 0.80 90.00 0.50 9.00 N A N A N A N A N A N A 120.00 350.00 15.00

H3 1m 0-00* 1.00 0.90 100.00 1.00 10-00 0.00* 0.00* N A N A N A N A 140.00 160.00 15.00

H4 lm 0.00* 0.00* 0.80 4.00 0.00* 9.00 N A N A N A N A N A N A 110.00 90.00 30.00

m ean 0.00 0.40 2.88 73.5 0.38 7-05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 125.00 172.50 20.00

m i^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0?-0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 90.00 15.00

m ax 0.00 .ل00 9.00 100.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00

0.00 140.00 350.00 30.00
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Table 42 م dose value for height 2 m (all hospitals)

م|أةإ1ا ء ةإة!م٠ وأ1إئج ءءهءهأاةأءأوأ ءو .إ|أء ٠ Igfplpf٠avf|la|lil
|مأإو٠٠ .وءأا| ||إةؤةهقإ ؛11111 ,«'>■٠٠؛ ۶٢ :مثمحآثي.،آءإ;؛•:؟•: '؛ث-أأيأ*•.٠٠؟

:وم أءإوةثم|مإلIfgs|إإجوة1 :مؤئ§؛|| .أة|1ؤئ| 1إإ11ؤ§| 1111 lllffallf؛ خإ11وءة :.و؛آفءة1;:بم} i l l HI؛11111 2m 0.8090.00 0.80 90.00 0.00* 0.00* NA 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 130.00 90.00 20.00H2 2m NA NA 0.80 90.00 0.50 9.00 NA NA NA NA NA NA 120.00 350.0015.00H3 2m0.00*0.00* 0.00* 9.00 0.00* ١٨٨٨0.00* 0.00* NA NA NA NA 140.00 15.00H4 2m0.00*0.00* 0.00* 9.00 0.00* 8.00 NA NA NA NA NA NA 110.00 90.00 30.00Mean 0.20 22.5 0.40 49.50 0.ل3 6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 125.00 172.5020.00Min 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.00 90.00 15.00Max 0.8090.00 0,80 90.00 0.50 ل0.0ه 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 140.00 350.0030.00
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Table 4. 3 Dose value per jiSv/hr for height lm

إ|م|1|ء م | م إ س م|ءءء : | ا
ء;;أ »أ

Control room 0.20 10.00 7.05

Reception 0.00 1.00 0.40

At door 4.00 100.00 73.50

Table 4. 4 Dose value per jiSv/hr for height 2m

صا1؛؛1 ه0إأ ع و إ م ؛ م ء م أ ء . أ إ إ د و م هب

Control room 0.00* 10.00 6.75

Reception 0.00* 90.00 30.00

At door 9.00 90.00 49.50

*below detection limit.

Table 4. 5: Radiation dose values in different locations

ا ه |أإج::هي ؛جا!ا| | | | ي0اا1| ظ د 'ا | |أ:إإ؛|:؛ء| | ئ;إ| ئ:إ و إ|| أ

Control room
(7.05)

(0.20-10.00)

(6.75)

(0.00*-10.00)

Reception
(0.40)

(0.00*-1.00)

(30.00)

(0.00-1.00)

At door
(73.50)

(4.00-100.00)

(49.50)

(9.00-90.00)

*below detection lim it.
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Radiation is one of main hazardous source for the human. The 

exposure to natural source of radiations in avoidable, while the exposure 

to manmade radiation is avoidable or could be minimized to its 

acceptable level to prevent tissue reaction effects (non stochastic effects) 
and to reduce the probability of cancer and genetic effects (stochastic 

effects). This aim can be achieved by the methods of radiation 

protection: Distance, Time and Shielding. Shielding is one ofthe most 

important methods of protection. Miscalculation of shields can be fatal to 

staff [18].

Shielding for example intended to protect patients and technologists from 

the harmful effect of ionizing radiation .example include lead aprons, 

glasses thyroid shield, gloves and leaded windows. Lead shield: when 

personal are going to be present in the room during the exposure lead 

apron should be worn because of scatter in the room.

This includes shielding walls; keep a distance from the source due to the 

inverse square low. The forther the staff is away from radiation source, 

the less exposure you will receive. In addition to that the shorter scan 

times decrease dose because scan time proportional to dose this will 

protect the patients as well as the CT technologist.

Computed tomography rooms typically have high workloads and high 

kilo voltage technique settings. As a result, lead shielding or equivalent is 

required for the walls, doors, floors, ceilings, and operator's barrier. CT 

rooms with high workloads and with felly occupied uncontrolled space 

directly adjacent to the scanner may need shielding that is thicker 

shielding [18].

This study provided basic data regarding staff protection in CT 

departments. In Sudan, No dosimetric tools are used for measurement of

4.2 Discussion:
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occupational exposure. Hence, this study will help to estimate the 

radiation exposure for staff without a personal monitoring detector. From 

above tables (Tables 1,2 and 3) will having higher dose in scan at the 

door of ct room the maximum value lOOjiSv/hr, then in control room 

maximum value lj-iSv/hr. Therefore, the workload at door of CT room 

about 5 day in a week for occupational and about 200days without 

holidays.

In radiation protection, overestimation of the shield in encouraged to 

increase staff safety This is not actual time (not all 8 hour exposed to 

radiation) .And so work load in control room about 5day in a week for 

occupational so about 200 days with out holidays .

Calculation of various dose rates in hospitals for reception, control room 

and at door of CT room were made.

For example the dose rate in receptions is higher in Modem Medical 

Center compared with other centers based on the workload was:

l[iSv/hr X  15 patients X  1 s x200 working days.

Dose =  l x  10‘6 X 15 X 200  =  0 .003  E quation 5 .1

And so dose rate in control rooms will taken higher value for Modem 

Medical Center 10^Sv/hr X  15 X  1 s X  200

D ose =  10 x l0 ‘̂  X 15 patients X 200  days =0.03 Equation 5. 2

Finally dose rate at door will taken higher value for Modem Medical 

Center and Medical military hospital based on the workload :100jiSv/hr 

x20X 200

Dose =100 x10'6x20 x200 = 0.4 E quation 5. 3

Maximum permissible dose is 0.6 mSv/hr

In this study as resulting from above calculation. Dose limit for
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occupational (20msv/year ) average over defined periods of 5 years. 

Limit value for shielding also referred to as design dose per specified 

time period usually based on 5mSv/year for occupationally exposed 

persons and lmSv/year for public .

Number of detectors : an increase in the number of detectors rows will 

result in a decrease in patient dose . when ever possible use a scanner 

with more detectors rows to reduce dose to the patient . the measured 

radiation dose is inversely proportional to the number of detector rows. 

Room shielding minimizes radiation exposure to staff when they are 

outside the CT suite, and protective clothing minimizes radiation 

exposure to staff when they must be inside the CT suite during image 

acquisition.

Except in very rare situations, staff members and even comforters (٥٠- 

patients) are outside the CT suite during CT image acquisition. 

Inte^entional procedures with real-time CT fluoroscopy, such as CT 

guided biopsies, are an exception. The radiation exposure to the patient 

and staff is dependent on the length of time required for the fluoroscopy 

procedure and the CT protocol parameters. The time required for the 

procedure is dependent on factors such as the type of interventional 

procedure, the particular patient, the expertise of the interventional 

radiologist, and the ergonomics ofthe CT suite.

Radiation exposure to staff members is also dependent on the 

radioprotective clothing worn, and procedure techniques (e.g., how far 

the irtei^entionalist’s hands are away from the primary radiation beam). 

Chronic radiation effects can be classified as: Somatic (effects to the 

exposed individual) such as Cancer,- Leukemia,- Cataracts while Genetic 

(effects to the progeny ofthe exposed individual)

This study confirms that low levels of radiation dose are received by staff 

during CT imaging and these lev؟ ls are within safe limits as prescribed by 

the national and international regulations.
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4.3 Conclusions:

This study investigated CT machine, ambient dose, CT room design, 

radiation protection knowledge and staffroom design. Also evaluated the 

scatter dose levels were also compared with those obtained by scatter 

dose measurements in the vicinity o f a dedicated CT unit. Co patient

allowed during CT in Medical Military Hospital, Alamal National 

Hospital, Modem medical center, Elnelein Diagnostic Center uses only 

lead apron for shielding devices except EJnelein diagnostic center use 

gonads shield and thyroid shield. No any information about shielding 

thickness and methods of shielding and noted that there is no regular 

monitoring.

This study confinns that low levels of radiation dose are received by staff 

during CT imaging and these levels are within safe limits as prescribed by 

the national and international regulations.

4.4 Recommendations:

ft is strongly r^mmended:

the use of lead aprons and test them from time to time and keep it

in a reasonable place.

To provide hospitals gonad shield and thyroid shield.

Apply Regular test or quality control and quality assurance.

Uses personnel dosimeters such as TLDs for staff measurement or 

radiation survey meter to monitor the ambient doses.
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WORKSHEETS

patient doses measurements in 64 CT

م_ .:م - ' ,ذ. .أن.,: .ا. . .. ..Hospital •٠. . ،■ . . . .Departm ent.. . . . . V

ج....... حب . Date of installation ..........1_م . . . . CT Model -م.ن- ص...س ٠٠٠٠٠٠.

٠. . .٠٠. . . . . . . . . . ...Manufacturing date..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . ..Machine output

mAs... . .vr. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,ب . . ........Mean kVp

--------------- .... (....The original purpose ofthe building ( X ray, or o ther

Nn The modification made to fulfill the protection criteria.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ٧

.....................................................No of procedures per day..... .. .. ... 

v isual inspectKm ,..(crack )...٠٠ ...•...^ .'.-..-..Lead glass th ikness

. . . . . *..،...،*. - - آ نم . .-.---Adjacent R oom s in a lld irection s

. ، م'س . . . . . . . .lead, ctc ٠٢ thickness: Barium ٠ m aterial 0هألا؛هاع؛جآل Type

..٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠.M athematical m ethods used to calculate the thickness

 Acceptance tests results

(•Map o f the departm ent (sketch



Please tick Y es (Y) ©٢ No (N) to the items below ٠٢ fill in the blank.

Item Y/N

The facility has a contract with manufecturer for servicing and maintenance the 

equipment

Is the Quality Assurance Programme activity based on established protocol?

Are there any documented CT procedure guidelines available? ٠

When the last changes were made to the CT procedure guidelines? ا
ا

Does any CO patient allowed during the scan?

If yes: type o f  protection ?

Do you have a committee (Technologist and Radiologist) to developing the local

scan parameters?

■ B p ■ l l l l l ( ء: ;ه

ء إ ح م

Gonad shield

Gloves ا
٠

Thyroid shield



Area D ose value (1 meter height) D إ ose value(2 meter)

Reception

At the door

Control panel

Room

Room 2

Room 3

Room 4

Floor above 

available)

Floor below: 

available

Suggestions


